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Owens' only career HR memorable off Halladay 
Former Sox outfielder, Pierzynski share memories of deceased hurler 
By Scott Merkin / MLB.com | Nov. 13, 2017  
 
CHICAGO -- It doesn't take Jerry Owens very long to recount his Major League home runs. 
 
In fact, the 36-year-old -- who played four seasons with the White Sox and was known for his speed -- cleared the fences 
exactly one time over 430 plate appearances. That long ball came as a rookie and as the game-winner on July 28, 2007, 
in the seventh inning of a 2-0 White Sox home victory highlighted by eight scoreless innings thrown by Mark Buehrle. 
 
The opposing pitcher for Owens' connection was Roy Halladay, who passed away last Tuesday at the age of 40 when a 
small plane he was piloting crashed off the Florida coast. With a celebration of life for Halladay taking place at Spectrum 
Field in Clearwater, Fla., on Tuesday, Owens shared precise memories of his special moment against one of the game's 
greatest pitchers and greatest competitors. 
 
"I remember like it was yesterday," said Owens, who retired last November and served as bench coach for Triple-A 
Columbus in the Indians' organization last season. "I can still see the pitch. 
 
"Earlier in the game, he had gotten me out on cutters. He actually struck me out my first at-bat on a pitch away, and then, 
if I'm not mistaken, I got two hits off of him that night. One was a blooper to left field, and it was on a cutter. 
 
"And it jammed me, I hit it off of my thumb, and it barely made it to the outfield and fell in," Owens said. "I remember 
thinking that last at-bat like I'm going to sit on that pitch, because I know he's trying to come in there." 
 
Owens hit the first-pitch cutter to right for a two-run homer. He quipped that if the ballpark fences were 336 feet instead of 
335, it wouldn't have been a home run. 
 
"They are 335, so I will take it," said Owens. "It snuck right down the line and right inside the foul pole and right over the 
fence." 
 
Halladay threw a 126-pitch complete game in a contest covering 2 hours, 7 minutes. On May 31 of the same season, in 
Toronto, Buehrle threw a complete game in a 2-0 loss to Halladay. Buehrle allowed solo home runs to Frank Thomas and 
Aaron Hill but no other baserunners in a dual mound masterpiece lasting 1 hour, 50 minutes. 
 
A.J. Pierzynski caught both of the games for the White Sox. Unlike Owens, who never personally knew Halladay, 
Pierzynski was friendly with one of the game's most respected individuals on and off the field, and he was left at a loss for 
words after Halladay's sudden death. 
 
"At 40 years old, and out doing something that he apparently loved, to just end like that, it's horrible," Pierzynski said. 
"What do you even say? People were texting me, 'You know him,' and I was like, 'Yeah, there are not even any words to 
imagine that.'" 
 



Said Owens: "We lost a great player, a great competitor and, from what everybody has said, all the comments and notes, 
a great person. He had the stuff, but he's really that guy you want on the mound, the epitome of what you want in a big 
league pitcher."

 
White Sox face key offseason with veteran bats 
Abreu, Garcia coming off impressive seasons at the plate 
By Scott Merkin / MLB.com | Nov. 13, 2017  
 
The White Sox goal to build for the future has not changed since last season. There is a fundamental difference, though. 
 
"Unlike a year ago when we had seven, eight, nine, 10 guys potentially more on shorter-term control and not necessarily 
fitting into our long-term plans," White Sox general manager Rick Hahn said at the General Managers Meetings in 
Orlando, "we now have a far fewer number of players under that short-term control." 
 
Two years of control stood as the talking point for Hahn on Monday, with the 2020 season standing as the unofficial 
planned time for White Sox prime contention. That period gives their high-end prospects plenty of time to develop. 
 
Hahn's biggest decisions for this offseason fall upon first baseman Jose Abreu and right fielder Avisail Garcia, which he 
spoke about Monday. The team has to decide whether to extend the duo, its top run producers from this past season, to 
make them a firm part of its rebuild, or try to add to their young pool of talent by moving one or both. Both Abreu and 
Garcia have two more years of club control. 
 
Abreu, who turns 31 right before Spring Training, has registered at least a .290 batting average, 25 home runs and 100 
RBIs in each of his first four Major League seasons. Garcia, 26, made his first All-Star appearance in 2017 and registered 
career highs in doubles (27), home runs (18), RBIs (80), batting average (.330) and OPS (.885). 
 
But for all the rightful attention the White Sox received last offseason, two players were moved in All-Star pitcher Chris 
Sale and outfielder Adam Eaton. More trades took place during the season, showing patience is essential during the 
White Sox rebuild. 
 
"We had a bunch of guys who would end up getting moved over the course of last season who had the right deal come 
along last December or January, we might have jumped on it," Hahn said. "It didn't materialize. 
 
"It's the same case with any player right now that is controlled for the next two years. We don't have to make that decision 
this offseason. See what the market is now, see more about the performance, see how some of the players in our system 
perform and conceivably revisit the market come next July, which is a different market as we saw last year." 
Jimenez soon done with winter baseball 
 
Eloy Jimenez, the White Sox No. 1 prospect and No. 4 overall according to MLBPipeline.com, soon will be done with his 
winter ball in the Dominican Republic, according to Hahn, as planned going into his competition. Jimenez has a .365 
average with four homers and 20 RBIs over 17 games and will be part of the White Sox hitters minicamp in January in 
Arizona.

 
White Sox GM Rick Hahn on trading Jose Abreu or Avisail Garcia: 'Everything is in play' 
By Chris Kuc / Chicago Tribune | Nov. 13, 2017  
 
Rick Hahn didn't watch much of the postseason, but when he did tune in, the White Sox general manager saw plenty of 
familiar faces. 
 
"It was difficult to turn on a game and not see a former White Sox player doing well and contributing," Hahn said Monday 
during the GM meetings. 
 
With the Sox in full-blown rebuild mode, the possibility remains that more players will end up helping other teams vie for a 
championship before the Sox are playing deep into October. Hahn's wheeling and dealing over the past year has left the 
cupboard pretty bare when it comes to veteran assets, with two big exceptions: Jose Abreu and Avisail Garcia. 
 
The sluggers are the Sox's most attractive trade targets, and Hahn acknowledged that during conversations with fellow 
GMs, "those are certainly two of the more popular guys." 
 
And Hahn is listening. 
 



"We've certainly proven over the last year that no one is untouchable, and we have a responsibility to understand the 
market value of all of our players," Hahn said. "This is just part of the process. We're approaching this similar to how we 
did in the past, in that we have to be open-minded on these guys. If there's an opportunity to put us in a better position 
long term, we'll certainly fully explore it. 
 
"Everything is in play. Even a couple of years back, when we came to these meetings, there would be all these Chris Sale 
rumors, and the reason is because we had to keep our options open and at least have those types of conversations. ... It 
would be foolish for any of us to break off a conversation because you never know, whether in that conversation or six 
months later, (it) leads to a fit that serves us well." 
 
There is no denying the impact Abreu and Garcia have in the middle of the lineup — both had outstanding offensive 
seasons in 2016 — and it's possible one or both will be around when the team is expected to become a contender. Both 
are under Sox control through 2019, and Hahn didn't dismiss the idea of Abreu and Garcia being in the long-term plans. 
 
"When we get to where we want to be, there is certainly conceivably a place for a guy with the production and leadership 
of Abreu and the class and the way he represents the organization," Hahn said. "And just as easily there (could be) a role 
at that point for a multitooled outfielder in his 20s who is going through his peak like Avi should be at that time." 
 
Barring an offer that knocks Hahn's socks into orbit before the meetings break up Wednesday, it's likely he will continue to 
practice patience and not deal Abreu or Garcia until it suits the Sox to perfection. In fact, Hahn doesn't see the Sox doing 
much via trade in the coming months as most of the heavy lifting has been done. 
 
"We aren't in the same spot from a resource standpoint, in that guys aren't pounding down our door because we have 
seven, eight, nine or 10 guys potentially to move," Hahn said. "It's a far smaller number. But we'll have our conversations 
and see where they go."

 
White Sox GM Rick Hahn open for business as meetings start 
Chris Sale’s playoff struggles aside, the White Sox aren’t patting themselves on the back for last year’s trades. They’re 
working on more. 
By Gordon Wittenmyer / Chicago Sun-Times | Nov. 14, 2017  
 
ORLANDO, Fla. — After watching former White Sox ace Chris Sale struggle with the Red Sox in his first career trip to the 
postseason, White Sox general manager Rick Hahn claims no joy, no feeling of validation, in the decision to trade Sale 
last year. 
 
But he didn’t have to wait long after that trade to get validation from at least one peer for the haul of highly ranked 
prospects he got back in a roster-gutting series of trades. 
 
“I had one GM say something about being cautious for doing deals with us, tongue in cheek, because of how well we did,” 
Hahn said as the general manager meetings opened Monday in Orlando. “And I said, ‘All I did was notice former White 
Sox players all over my TV screen in October. So it works both ways.’ 
 
“If anything, I think that made us hungrier for our fans to experience it with quality players in our uniform. I’m certainly 
happy for the players that were out there and got that opportunity. But I’d be lying if I didn’t admit that you also think about 
the missed opportunity where we didn’t have the chance to have them in the postseason while they played for us.” 
 
That’s not going to stop Hahn from continuing the veteran-trading phase of the South Side rebuild, specifically when it 
comes to first baseman Jose Abreu and outfielder Avisail Garcia. 
 
“I think we’ve certainly proven over the last year that no one is untouchable, and we have a responsibility to understand 
the market value of all our players,” said Hahn, who’s clearly open for more business. But he added that the Sox can be 
more patient this year, with fewer veterans to move. In fact, they hold Abreu’s clubhouse influence in such high regard 
“that [it] quite frankly may well tilt it so that we value him more than anyone else in the game because we’ve had the 
privilege of having him in our clubhouse.” 
 
Hahn’s efforts aren’t all about shedding players this winter. He has roster holes to fill, too, and didn’t rule out a reunion 
with free-agent outfielder Melky Cabrera, who was traded to the Royals in July. 
 
“Nothing’s out of the question on any reasonable price,” Hahn said. “Melky was extremely popular in our clubhouse and a 
great guy to have around. I don’t want to speculate on what his market’s going to be, but we haven’t closed the doors to 
any possibility.”

 



Rick Hahn ready for a quieter, simpler White Sox offseason 
By James Fegan / The Athletic | Nov. 13, 2017  
 
ORLANDO, Fla. — After three straight years of manning a leading role at baseball's Winter Meetings, White Sox general 
manager Rick Hahn sounds ready for some understated character work over the next month. He might even be cool with 
seeing his speaking lines left entirely on the cutting room floor. 
 
“This is sort of an opportunity to have some follow-up conversations, face to face, see how things advance,” Hahn said at 
the first day of this year's GM Meetings, stirring up some of those old trade talk feelings for just a moment. “…Or die on 
the vine, as is more frequently the case.” 
 
Hahn didn't even protest when half the Chicago sports media scrum left him near a hedge at the Waldorf Astoria to bum-
rush Cubs GM Jed Hoyer. The Cubs need to rebuild their starting rotation, find a new closer and add a few other pieces, 
and they hope to have it all done by Opening Day. Hahn might very well need to find all the same pieces in free agency, 
but he's in no rush to get on it. 
 
While he's not here to shoot down any dreams about Ricky's Boys sneaking into the second wild card with 85 wins like the 
Minnesota Twins did this past season, part of spending a year focusing on player development, and assessing the minor 
league talent the White Sox have on hand, is not signing impact free agents to clog the big league roster. They're not 
going to add a long-term third baseman when they still think Jake Burger will eventually be that guy, and they're not 
pushing resources toward J.D. Martinez or Giancarlo Stanton when Eloy Jimenez could still grow to be their equal. For 
now, another wave of short-term, likely one-year signings to eat innings looks to be their speed, and Hahn is hoping those 
are the type of guys who will be great values after the dust settles from larger signings. 
 
“We're going to have to see how the markets unfold over the coming weeks and perhaps months and be opportunistic to 
fill those needs as the opportunities arise,” Hahn said. “It might take until after the first of the year until we truly have a 
sense of what's available. I think we signed Derek [Holland] right before Christmas, we signed [Anthony] Swarzak in late 
January or something like that, so those might take some time.” 
 
Swarzak came to the South Side with minimal financial commitment as a minor league signing coming off a career-worst 
season. But he shouldered crucial innings for the Sox amid a wave of bullpen injuries and by the time July rolled around 
had become a mid-season trade asset who could be cleared out to make way for youngsters. He was essentially the 
platonic ideal for the type of free agent a rebuilding team would want, and Hahn would be happy to go that route once 
again this winter. 
 
“That's a good plan. I like that,” Hahn said of filling out his bullpen with low-cost veteran reclamation projects. “If I could 
find like, four Swarzaks, that would be great. Even Derek was great for two months and then the wheels just came off. 
Those shorter-term fits make sense right now more so than that large commitment that becomes a potential other 
cornerstone in the organization. Those larger-size things are going to have to wait until the time is right, until we're closer 
in a position to win and understand our own needs.” 
 
Former first-round pick Zack Burdi won't see game action until the All-Star break under the most optimistic of timelines, 
and future potential late-inning guys Ryan Burr and Tyler Johnson seem unlikely to sniff the majors this season, yet the 
Sox will lose no sleep entering late April innings with Nate Jones, Juan Minaya and hopefully a new turnaround project. 
Hahn acknowledged they won't know if Carlos Rodon's return will come Opening Day or the first week of June until he's 
throwing off a mound in spring training, but the Sox are still at least another season away from stressing out about those 
types of things. Hahn even indicated that whoever fills Rodon's slot in the rotation could simply be someone that slides to 
the bullpen when he returns. 
 
What trade assets the Sox could throw onto the hot stove — primarily Avisail Garcia and Jose Abreu (although Hahn 
indicated that some of their many utility men were also drawing interest) — they seem in no rush to part with. Given that 
the White Sox received a king's ransom for Jose Quintana at the deadline even after one of the worst halves of his career, 
Hahn feels no urgency to sell high on Garcia and frankly doesn't sound very optimistic about ever getting a fair offer for 
Abreu. 
 
“His leadership, his role in the clubhouse, the way he plays the game, the example he sets for everyone is important,” 
Hahn said of Abreu. “It's something that quite frankly may well tilt it so that we value him more than anyone else in the 
game because we've had the privilege of having him in our clubhouse and know the value that he adds and others are 
just speculating on that part. Every team in baseball is able to put a value on him based on what he does between the 
lines. We increase that value to us based on what he does in the clubhouse.” 
 



The White Sox will need to add a back-end starter at some point, although maybe not until January, and Hahn often 
reminds that “there are no untouchables” when it comes to potential trades. But after 12 months of being the most active 
general manager this side of Jerry DiPoto, you probably don't have to spend the next two months frequently checking your 
phone for the Wrath of Hahn. If you reserve that time instead for breathlessly checking on whether Eloy Jimenez's 
stomach flu has cleared up enough for more winter ball, or whether Luis Robert's visa issues will be resolved in time for 
January hitters minicamp in Arizona, you won't be alone.

 
Levine: White Sox Will Be Patient On Trade Market But Have No Untouchables 
By Bruce Levine / CBS Chicago | Nov. 14, 2017  
 
ORLANDO, Fla. (CBS) — Arguably the most active team in baseball last season, the White Sox may be sitting on the 
sidelines early on the trade market and free-agent market this offseason. 
 
The White Sox have already heard tentative offers for first baseman Jose Abreu and outfielder Avisail Garcia, who each 
have two years of club control left. But it’s doubtful they act quickly. 
 
“It would be foolish for any of us to break off conversations,” general manager Rick Hahn said Monday, the first day of the 
GM Meetings. “You never know where you might end up, whether if it’s that conversation or six months later, leading to a 
fit that will serve us well.” 
 
The White Sox pulled off the two biggest trades of the 2016 Winter Meetings last December, sending left-hander Chris 
Sale to the Red Sox and outfielder Adam Eaton to the Nationals in deals that netted them seven prospects in all, including 
second baseman Yoan Moncada, right-hander Lucas Giolito and right-hander Reynaldo Lopez, who’ve all made their way 
to the big leagues. 
 
This year doesn’t figure to feature the same fireworks. As other teams in a win-now mode probe the player acquisition 
market, Hahn has instituted a wait-and-see approach for the White Sox this offseason, at least initially here at the GM 
Meetings. 
 
Chicago’s plan is to sit back as the market plays out with premier free agents like first baseman Eric Hosmer and premier 
trade candidates like Marlins outfielder Giancarlo Stanton, then re-engage with action, be it in the lower-profile wave of 
free agency or by conversing with clubs that miss out on the big names. 
 
“We have engaged in talks for the last couple of weeks,” Hahn said. “We have talked to every club in baseball. This is an 
opportunity to follow up on some of those conversations face to face and see how things advanced or die on the vine is 
more frequently the case. This will be a little bit different from an offseason for us. I expect a lot less activity. I will say I 
expect important player acquisitions over the coming months. It will not be the same volume we have had over the past 
year.” 
 
Opposing clubs have also approached Hahn about young White Sox players who aren’t on the trade market. He has no 
inclination to move any of them, though he knows a time may come some day when that’s the case. So it’s worth listening 
intently to know how other teams currently view the White Sox’s young talent. 
 
“Yeah, we have been approached on that,” Hahn admitted. “We have had some general conversations along those lines. 
It a more likely scenario a year from now when we have a better sense of where are depth truly is. We may have outfield 
depth at that time to relocate some of those resources. But for now, it’s still a little bit too early.” 
 
Where the White Sox do need to act is in the bullpen, as they traded away four key relievers in a nine-day stretch last 
July. That’s their immediate focus this offseason. Also on their mind is the addition of a journeyman starting pitcher or two. 
The thought process is to sign these players to a one-year deal, hope a couple of them perform well, then flip them for 
some young talent at the trade deadline that better fits the rebuilding timeline. 
 
Patience is an attribute the White Sox have preached from the start and must display if they’re to maximize their farm 
system. And patience must be on display as well in listening to offers on Abreu and Garcia. 
 
“It has to be in play,” Hahn said of listening to offers on those two. “Everything is in play. Even a couple of years ago when 
we come to these meetings, there would be all these Chris Sale rumors. The reason for that was we had to keep our 
options open. There are simply no untouchables. We have to fully vet and understand our players and make an 
appropriate decision about what is best for the long-term health of the organization.”

 
White Sox GM says Jose Abreu, Avisail Garcia not off table 
By Jerry Crasnick / ESPN.com | Nov. 13, 2017  



 
ORLANDO, Fla. -- After making news as Major League Baseball's most aggressive hot stove seller a year ago, Chicago 
White Sox general manager Rick Hahn hasn't ruled out the possibility of another splash this winter. 
 
Hahn said Monday that he has received some trade feelers on first baseman Jose Abreu and outfielder Avisail Garcia 
early this offseason. While he has no idea if the inquiries will lead to more substantive talks, he's keeping an open mind. 
 
"We have to listen,'' Hahn said on the first day of the MLB general managers meetings. "We have to explore. We're still in 
the same spot that we were a year ago, in that we're focused on the long term. 
 
"At some point, not necessarily this offseason, we have to make the decision: Are we best served by extending them 
through what we project to be the bulk of our [competitive] window, or are we better off making a move like some of the 
others we've made and trying to reinforce the future with prospects?'' 
 
Hahn plunged into a full-scale rebuild last winter, when he traded staff ace Chris Sale to the Boston Red Sox and dealt 
outfielder Adam Eaton to the Washington Nationals. The revamp continued this summer, when he traded away veterans 
Todd Frazier, David Robertson, Jose Quintana and Melky Cabrera for prospects. 
 
Hahn has received plaudits within the industry for adding such high-level prospects as Yoan Moncada, Michael Kopech, 
Eloy Jimenez, Blake Rutherford, Lucas Giolito and Reynaldo Lopez in trades. Although the White Sox posted a 67-95 
record this past season, their farm system is now regarded as one of the strongest in the game. 
 
Abreu, 30, and Garcia, 26, could further hasten the White Sox's youth movement if Hahn were to make them available in 
trades. Both players have two years of club control remaining and won't be eligible for free agency until after the 2019 
season. 
 
Abreu has averaged 31 homers, 102 RBIs and a .524 slugging percentage since coming to Major League Baseball from 
his native Cuba in 2014. He led the American League with 343 total bases this season. 
 
"He's obviously extremely productive between the white lines, and he's extremely important in our clubhouse,'' Hahn said 
of Abreu. "He plays an important leadership role that we value. He's a mentor to our young players. In terms of his work 
ethic and preparation, he's what you want in a player. That matters to us.'' 
 
Garcia, who broke into professional ball with the Detroit Tigers at age 17 out of his native Venezuela, had a breakout 
performance this year and made his first All-Star team. He established career bests for home runs (18), RBIs (80), hits 
(171), runs (75) and doubles (27), while finishing second to Houston's Jose Altuve in the American League batting race 
with a .330 average. 
 
"He's fulfilling the promise that many people projected for him over the last several years,'' Hahn said of Garcia, "and he's 
entering what is usually a player's peak, so that's a player who would be handy to have around as you're trying to win a 
championship. There are certainly arguments in favor of trying to find a way to [maintain] control at some point.''

 
 


